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In Depth: With the benefit of an unparalleled 2, 500 words in the average Assimil method, and with

an even greater number of colloquial, grammatical and cultural expressions, you will be able, upon

completion, to practice your newly-acquired language in a fluent, lively and effective manner. Travel

Companion: Even before completing your Assimil courses, you will have acquired, with the first 20

or 30 lessons, enough of a base in the language to understand and start conversing at a level of

effectiveness far superior to that supplied by phrase book or similar travel aids. A Review: Assimil is

also an excellent tool for those who read the language already and want to keep up or improve their

hearing and speaking ability. Experience: Since it pioneered in this field 60 years ago, and after

millions of methods sold World-Wide, Assimil has always been at the forefront of Foreign Language

Self-Teaching. Includes: 100 comprehensive and progressive lessons 186 exercises with answer

keys dual language glossary grammar summary Because of the overall seriousness, thoroughness

and caliber of the "Assimil with Ease" approach, Assimil has no match in the crowded field of

self-teaching methods. Advantages of the MP3 CD: Listen to the lessons and exercises straight

through or sentence by sentence Display the corresponding text simultaneously on your

smartphone, tablet, laptop, notebook, etc. Access all the recordings on a single MP3 CD Includes 1

Course book with 100 lessons, 4 CDs (2 hours, 30 minutes) and 1 MP3 CD This course teaches

CASTILLIAN Spanish - the Spanish spoken in Spain
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There have been three versions of Assimil Spanish produced throughout the years. One from the

1950's , one from the 1980's, and this new one is from 2014. These aren't simply new editions of

the same book, but rather a completely new book with new recordings in each of the three. I own all

three and all three are well done and worth using, but of the three this new edition is my favorite and

most user-friendly.The previous version left a lot of white space on the edges of the pages and was

difficult to read for many people due to smaller font. This version has corrected that issue and is

much easier to read. Every 7 lessons is a review lesson in the books and in the past no audio was

provided for the review lessons but in this version there is audio. The speakers on the CDs speak

clearly and the audio is great.Most of you coming here will probably be familiar with the Assimil

method but for those of you who aren't the premise is very simple but very effective. One the left

side in the book you have the Spanish and on the right side you have English. This makes practice

translating back and forth between the languages simple to do. Instead of having a mountain of

grammar drills such as the FSI program had which most people cannot stick to long term or being

extremely lacking in the practice department such as the Teach Yourself program is, this program

takes the middle ground and gives you just enough bite size chunks to feel like you are making real



progress with each lesson without overwhelming you.This program is high priced for what it is, it's

true . A paperback book with 100 lessons and 100 audio tracks shouldn't cost this much. I must say

, however, it is worth buying regardless. Overpriced programs such as Rosetta Stone, Pimsleur and

the like will not even cover a fraction of what you learn in this book. Even Fluenz Spanish which is

much better than Rosetta Stone costs hundreds of dollars and only teaches around half of the verb

tenses/moods. Living Language's new series even at the "advanced" level don't teach any of the

perfect tenses (compound tenses such as "I have eaten", "I had eaten", "I would have eaten" , etc".

This book teaches them all, and teaches them painlessly in context rather than throwing grammar

charts at you,After completely this course you really don't need any more formal instruction material

and can jump right in the learning from real life material such as from movies, music , etc. If you

were to use just one more book after this I can recommend Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb

Tenses which is extremely well done.

I tried several systems to teach my son Spanish, and this is the only one where it actual stuck and

he seems to remember things. Overall I can't recommend this highly enough.

Wow ! Forget that it is European, with real Spanish speakers, which seems to bother some people.

This is a fabulous collection of(estupendo) 100 dialogues or sections with everyday conversation,

formal conversation, conversations with idoms and slang, you name it.Besides having the meaning

on the right side of the page it has the literal meaning of each Spanish word. This helps me

immensely.Each dialogue has 12 to 15 short sentences. On the discs each dialogue lasts about 90

seconds each. There are also two reviews at the end of each section of about 6 sentences each.My

only criticism is that the last 30 or so sections are spoken way too fast on the discs. I get it, they

want to push you to up your game. But you either have to be a veteran Spanish speaker to

understand the sentences that are spoken that fast the words literally run together, or do what I did:

read and study the sentences ahead of time so you are totally familiar with what you will be hearing.

Then you can actually hear and understand what they are saying when they go that fast.Overall, I

got a really good bang for my buck.

Excellent stuff. Vista learning is quite good as well. Using in conjunction.

Amazing product



Excellent program - concise and thorough. I would strongly recommend

I love Assimil; it's my preferred method for language learning.

Great product. Exactly what I was expecting and a great price.
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